CAHRS
Cornell’s Center for Advanced
Human Resource Studies

CAHRS is the Cornell Connection for
HR Executives, Faculty and Students
AFFILIATE

. . . with key HR executives
from more than 65 leadingedge global companies
for HR, and interact with
the world-class faculty
members and students
who comprise Cornell’s
acclaimed undergraduate
and masters HR programs.

EDUCATE

. . . your teams by sharing
knowledge with CAHRS
partners at a multitude of
major events in both the
United States (U.S.) and
non-U.S. locations. HR
professionals at various
levels exchange best
practices as well as new
strategies and programs
with thought-leaders from
Cornell.

INNOVATE

. . . by participating in a
host of ongoing research
projects ranging from
surveys of emerging events
to in-depth studies of
future-oriented issues – all
in the interest of advancing
and enhancing the
practice of HR in today’s
organizations.

CAHRS offers a

confidential space
to foster creative
collaborations among
its corporate partners,
Cornell faculty and
students to elevate and
enrich the World of Work
and the 21st century HR
function . . .

*CAHRS Benefits:
Focused Networking: Ongoing exchanges of emerging
ideas and best practices, which take place in Working
Groups and at annual Partner Meetings dedicated to
in-depth explorations of critical topics;
Research: Access to groundbreaking Cornell studies, as
well as ResearchLinks and webcasts that address studies
from top think-tanks, consulting firms, and academics
worldwide. Members can also participate in customized
research on key topics of interest;
Library Access: Obtain key HR data from ILR School’s
much-admired Catherwood Library, as well as access to its
print and digital series and renowned staff;
eNews: Electronic deliveries of CAHRS Top 10 HR-related
briefs and hrSpectrum newsletter;
Student Access: Extensive interactions with students who
are dedicated to careers in HR. In the past year, partners
have:
• Dialogued with more than 120 students in the Executive
Roundtable session held annually at the beginning of the
academic year,
• Presented more than 50 undergraduate and
graduate classes,
• Informally networked with more than 100 masters
students at social events associated with on-campus
partner meetings and student conferences.
a comprehensive list of CAHRS opportunities, visit
*For
cahrs.ilr.cornell.edu

One membership gives your entire HR team access
to all of the above – with no additional fees.
Join today: Contact jo.hagin@cornell.edu or call
+1-607-255-9358.
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